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SO EXTREME IT SHOULD 
                       BE ILLEGAL!



 After shampooing your hair, put 
some of your daily conditioner into 
the palm of your hand. Use 1-2 
drops of silver for toning. Mix well 
before applying to your hair and 
work through evenly.  For the best 
results allow the product to sit on your 
hair for 3 minutes or more, but wash 
hands immediately after application.

Toning Directions:

After shampooing your hair, put some of your 
daily conditioner into the palm of your hand.  
Add as few or as many BASE drops to it, based 
on the INTENSITY of the color you desire. 
Using 1-3 drops will deposit a pastel color, 
while adding more creates more color intensity.  
Mix well before applying to your hair and 
work through evenly.  For best results allow the 
product to sit on hair for 3 minutes or more, but 
wash hands immediately after application.  Best 
results will show on
pre-lightened hair.  Use product carefully to 
avoid staining.

Coloring Directions:

WATERCOLORS Base Drops uses the latest direct dye technology to create an extreme color that 
will blow your mind! It can be used to tone blondes, touch-up uneven or faded color or it can be 
used to create an all-new hair color. The best part is that the Base Drops are easy to use and it only 
takes 3 minutes to do!

Just add the Base Drops to your daily conditioner and you’ll be stopping traffic in no time! You 
can also add it to styling aids and gels for a more contained concentration. Love WATERCOLORS 
Intense Shampoo? Add some Drops to it for a more intense color.
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